Scope and sequence

Pre-unit: Numbers 30—100 / Clothes; there is / there are; present simple; can

Level 3

Unit Light on... Light on grammar Light on reading

1 On the farm

Farm animals: bull, cow, donkey, duck, goat, hen, horse, pig, rooster, sheep
Farm: barn, farmer, farmhouse, fence, gate, hay, pond, scarecrow, tractor

New words

Present simple: He drives a tractor. He doesn’t work at night. They eat hay. They don’t swim.

New words

Animal rescue

New Zealand

On the farm

Where do eggs come from? They come from hens. Where does milk come from? It comes from cows.

New words

Happy pets

Pet chores: bathe the dog, brush the dog, change the water, clean the cage, feed the fish, pet the cat, play fetch, walk the dog
Pet accessories: bone, bowl, cage, collar, fish tank, hamster wheel

New words

Frequency adverbs: always, usually, sometimes, never
Look, he always feeds his fish.
How often: How often do you do your homework? Every day. How often do you go to the movies? Every month.

New words

School picnic!

Verbs 1: bake, buy, carry, cook, look for, pack, prepare
Picnic: basket, brownie, cherries, cupcake, grapes, pasta, peach, peanuts, tablecloth, thermos

New words

A little / a few / a lot of:
There’s a little juice and a little cake. There are a few peaches and a few grapes. There are a lot of cookies. There’s a lot of pasta and a lot of water.

New words

Games: board game, Frisbee, hide and seek, hopscotch, marbles, tag, tug of war
Collocations 1: catch the ball, chase a person, hide in a good place, hit the marble, pull the rope, throw the rock, touch a person

New words

Imperatives: Touch the tree! Don’t peek!
Present continuous:
What are they doing? They’re playing a board game. What’s she doing? She’s playing hopscotch.

New words

Let’s play!

Tag, you’re it! It’s your turn. Roll the die! Ready or not, here I come!

New words

Scope and sequence
At the book fair

Field trip: amusement park, aquarium, art gallery, botanical garden, factory, planetarium, port, puppet theater, zoo

Collocations 2: ask a question, buy a souvenir, draw a picture, get off a bus, get on a bus, listen to the guide, read information, take notes, take photos

Light on real language

Where do you want to go? Let's go to the puppet theater!

New words

Dinosaurs: bone, claw, dinosaur, fossil, horn, paleontologist, skeleton, tail, wing

Collocations 3: build a nest, dig up bones, eat grass, hatch from eggs, hunt, live in a herd, measure a bone, roar, study a fossil

Light on real language

This dinosaur is tiny. This dinosaur is huge! And this one is enormous!

Lost worlds


Adjective order: three big white ships

Light on reading

Light on grammar

Past simple (regular verbs): listen — listened, talk — talked, like — liked.

Past simple (irregular verbs): We went to the movies last Friday. I took a bus to the zoo. They saw my friends this morning. It had a long neck.

Character: dragon, fairy, ghost, pirate, spy, storyteller, superhero, witch, wizard


Light on real language

What's your favorite book? It's Dr. Doolittle. What's it about? It's about a vet. He can talk to animals.

Past simple (Yes / No questions): Did the Triceratops eat plants? Yes, it did. Did the T-Rex live in a herd? No, it didn't.


Collocations: build a nest, dig up bones, eat grass, hatch from eggs, hunt, live in a herd, measure a bone, roar, study a fossil

Verbs 2: keep, plug in, recycle, reduce, reuse, throw away, turn off, turn on, unplug

Light on real language

What's it made of? Is it made of glass or plastic? It's made of plastic.